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Wrestling with behavioral genetics: science, ethics, and public 
conversation. Erik Parens et al editors. Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins University Press; 2006. 336 pages. $50. ISBN 0-
8018-8224-9. 

Reviewed by JJ Nurnberger in N Engl J Med 2006; 355: 636-
637.  

“Genes do not cause behaviour, but they affect tendencies 
to behave in certain ways.” Experts in genetics, law, sociology, 
journalism and philosophy elaborate on this maxim in the 
book. The first section describes basic scientific concepts, the 
second section addresses the complex interaction of genes and 
behaviour, and the third section deals with how this information 
should be used to formulate public policy. 

The ethical brain. Michael S Gazzaniga. New York; Dana Press: 
2005. 201 pages. $25. ISBN 1-932594-01-9.

Reviewed by SJ Bird in N Engl J Med 2006: 355: 637-638.

Neuro-ethics, a sub-field of both neuroscience and bioethics, 
deals with both the neurological basis of moral and ethical 
behaviour as well as the specific ethical issues that arise as a 
result of expansion of research in neurosciences. The author, a 
distinguished neuroscientist, discusses controversial topics such 
as “possibilities for brain enhancement, and the relationship 
between brain function and free will and its implications for 
personal and legal responsibility.”

Beyond the Hippocratic oath: a memoir on the rise of modern 
medical ethics. John Dossetor. University of Alberta Press: 
2005. 268 pages. $39.95 ISBN 0–88864–453–1 

Reviewed by LJ Hergott in CMAJ 2006 Oct; 175 (9)

A physician has written a memoir reflecting on how medicine has 
changed during his long medical career and the development 
of medical ethics in response to those changes. He describes, 
through individual cases, the ethical climate of the time and the 
ethical issues he faced, listing his own failures as well as systemic 
deficiencies. 

Call me doctor.  Shane Neilson. Pottersfield Press: 2006. 180 
pages.  $16.95. ISBN 1–8955900–78–6.

Reviewed by W Ng in CMAJ 2006 Aug 29; 175 (5).

The author vividly describes the challenges he faced in becoming 
a doctor. The anecdotes are interesting and trace his path from 
a medical student to residency and beyond. His message of the 
uncertainty of medicine would be useful for the lay public as 
well as those aspiring to be doctors.

Awakening Hippocrates: a primer on health, poverty, and 
global service. Edward O’Neil Jr. Chicago:  American Medical 
Association; 2006. 502 pages. $34.95. ISBN 1-57947-772-0. 

Reviewed by SH Miles in N Engl J Med 2006; 355:1743

The author exhorts physicians to look beyond their own 
environment and work for improving global health. He describes 
how poverty creates disease, describing the international and 
private health organisations which work in the developing world 
and listing their strengths and shortcomings. The last section of 
the book has biographies of doctors who have worked heroically 
in the international medical field.

Cutting to the core: exploring the ethics of contested surgeries. 
David Benatar et al editors, Rowman and Littlefield: 2006. 
236 pages. $75 (cloth); $24.95 (paper). ISBN 0-7425-5000-1 
(cloth); 0-7425-5001-X (paper).

Reviewed by AD Dreger in N Engl J Med 2006; 355:1626

The author has invited contributors from various fields to discuss 
the ethics of surgeries that are controversial, such as transsexual 
surgeries, cosmetic surgeries and sham or placebo surgeries. 
The book “usefully traces key themes that run throughout the 
practices examined, including the limits of paternalism, the 
problems with simplistic ideas of autonomy, and the shifting 
meanings of normality and disability.”

Testing treatments: better research for better health care.  
Imogen Evans et al. British Library: 2006. 224 pages. £12·95. 
ISBN 0-7123-4909-X. 

Reviewed by J Harrison in The Lancet 2006; 368:909-910 

The authors describe the uncertainty of choosing the best 
treatment in the absence of sound medical evidence and remind 
us that we all have a responsibility to find effective treatments 
through clinical trials. Clinicians must accept uncertainty, 
patients must be willing to participate in trials, and researchers 
must take the responsibility to design trials which ask questions 
that are relevant to clinical practice. 

Money-driven medicine: the real reason health care costs so 
much. Maggie Mahar. Harper Collins: 2006 May. 451 pages. 
$27.95. ISBN 0 06 076533 X. Also available as an e-book, 
$19.95, www.harpercollins.com   

Reviewed by Lenzer J, in BMJ 2006; 333:504.

Current American health care is based on the premise that 
market-driven plans will offer lower prices due to competition. 
The author cites studies that show that not only have market 
forces failed to deliver on this premise, they have actually 
encouraged both over-treatment and under-treatment of 
patients. However, she fails to factor in the universities which 
perform unnecessary and duplicative research, driving up 
costs of health care. She believes that reverting from corporate 
control to physician-centred care will solve the problems, but 
the reviewer feels that this is simplistic and unlikely to achieve 
its goal.
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